The history of the creation
in the United States of the
Customs and Immigration services
and their intertwining history
before being combined into the
Department of Homeland Security.

The First Federal Law Enforcement Agency – Steven Hooper
U.S. Customs was created by the Fifth Act of the First Congress on July 31, 1789 to enforce the
Tariff Act which was signed into law on July 4, 1789. U.S. Marshal was created by the First
Congress by the passage of the Judiciary Act of 1789 which was signed into law on September 24,
1789.
The first Federal criminal crimes passed by Congress in July, 1789, were related to bribery of a
Customs officer and drawback frauds. The office of U.S. Marshal had not even been created at this
time. When the U.S. Marshal’s office was created in September of 1789, their only duties were
attending Federal court and serving court papers.
An Act for laying a Duty on Wares and Merchandise imported into the United States of July 31,
1798, Section 34 provided for a term of imprisonment not exceeding six months for landing
goods which were to be exported under the drawback laws. Section 35 of this Act provided for a
term of imprisonment not to exceed 12 months for offering to bribe a Customs officer. These
criminal laws proceeded the creation of the office of Marshal; no Federal agency but Customs could
have enforced these laws.
th

The Crimes Act of 1790, passed on April 30 , defined additional Federal crimes. For many years,
most Federal cases were in rem against property or ships and were brought by Customs. There were
very few criminal prosecutions in Federal Courts until after 1850.
The first appointments were at/in New York and were General John Lamb as the Collector Customs,
New York and Colonel William Smith as the U.S. Marshal, New York. The First Federal court case
in the Southern District of New York was on April 16, 1790, and was entitled United States of
America vs. Three boxes of Ironmongery. This was a Customs case based on investigation by
Customs inspectors under the supervision of General John Lamb. (Collector Lamb sent several
“tide-waiters” to New Jersey to examine a Canadian emigrant’s imported goods to determine if duty
had been paid on the new items – the case resulted in collection of $95 in duty).
The primary work of the Federal court in New York consisted of matters dealing with ships, customs
duties and governmental seizures. Most of this work was the result of Customs cases. New York
Collector of Customs General John Lamb furnished the “grist” for most of the Federal court’s work
in the city. Collectors of Customs positions were considered the “biggest plum” in the Federal
patronage system. Through a combination of salary, fees and moiety, Collectors of Customs were
the highest paid Federal officials in their district. Collectors not only collected 90% of our nation’s
revenue but they were also in charge of the Revenue Cutters which for many years were the nation’s
only armed maritime defense against foreign enemies.
U.S. Marshal’s only pay was the result of fees they earned when they were performing a specific
duty (i.e., attending court - $5 per day, serving subpoenas or warrants, etc.). The U.S. Marshal must
have been happy to attend court in support of the many Customs cases in New York since otherwise
they received little income. The Office of Marshal was often viewed as an honorary position.
On July 2, 1793, Alexander Hamilton instructed Collectors of Customs to pay set amounts to
Marshals every six months to cover Federal court costs.

Quotes on the U.S. Marshals Position:
“How beneficial this office may be, I know not. At present, the mere emoluments (salary) of
it cannot be, I should suppose, an object; but as a step, it may be desired by such as have
nothing better in prospect.”
George Washington – 1789
“The Office of the Marshal is a “troublesome and unprofitable place”.
Alexander Hamilton – 1795
Quotes on the Collector of Customs Position:
“The Office of the Collector “possesses vast influence, and ought not to be given away
lightly”.
Secretary of War James McHenry letter to Alexander Hamilton – 1792
“The first class of Customs officials suggests a few basic standards, the most important of
which was competence. Competence was measured by the individual’s experience collecting
revenue or enforcing laws …”
Gautham Rao – National Duties – 2016
In summary, Customs was created before the office of the Marshal. Customs had criminal laws to
enforce before the office of Marshal was created. Collectors of Customs were highly paid full-time
positions while Marshals served only as needed (part-time) and were not paid a salary but received
fees for duties performed. Customs created the work that led to most of the Marshal’s income and
provided the money to the Marshal to run the Federal courts.
On July 31, 1789, U.S. Customs became the first Federal law enforcement agency empowered by
Congress to enforce both Federal civil and criminal laws.

The History of INS
Americans encouraged relatively free and open immigration during the 18th and early 19th
centuries, and rarely questioned that policy until the late 1800s. After certain states passed
immigration laws following the Civil War, the Supreme Court in 1875 declared regulation of
immigration a federal responsibility. Thus, as the number of immigrants rose in the 1880s and
economic conditions in some areas worsened, Congress began to pass immigration legislation. The
Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 and Alien Contract Labor laws of 1885 and 1887 prohibited certain
laborers from immigrating to the United States. The general Immigration Act of 1882 levied a head
tax of fifty cents on each immigrant and blocked (or excluded) the entry of idiots, lunatics, convicts,
and persons likely to become a public charge. These national immigration laws created the need for
new federal enforcement authorities. In the 1880s, state boards or commissions enforced
immigration law with direction from U.S. Treasury Department officials. At the Federal level, U.S.
Customs Collectors at each port of entry collected the head tax from immigrants while "Chinese
Inspectors" enforced the Chinese Exclusion Act.
The national government’s new immigration obligations and its increasingly complex immigration
laws required a dedicated federal enforcement agency to regulate immigration. Accordingly, the
1891 Immigration Act created the Office of the Superintendent of Immigration within the Treasury
Department. The Superintendent oversaw a new corps of U.S. Immigrant Inspectors stationed at the
country’s principal ports of entry.

On January 2, 1892, the Immigration Service opened the U.S.’s best known immigration station on
Ellis Island in New York Harbor. The enormous station housed inspection facilities, hearing and
detention rooms, hospitals, cafeterias, administrative offices, railroad ticket offices, and
representatives of many immigrant aid societies. America’s largest and busiest port of entry for
decades, Ellis Island station employed 119 of the Immigration Service's entire staff of 180 in 1893.
The Service built additional immigrant stations at other principal ports of entry through the early
20th century. At New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and other traditional ports of entry, the
Immigration Service hired many Immigrant Inspectors who previously worked for state agencies. At
other ports, both old and new, the Service built an Inspector corps by hiring former Customs
Inspectors and Chinese Inspectors, and training recruits.
In 1913, the Naturalization Service began its two decades as an independent Bureau. That year saw
the Department of Commerce and Labor divided into separate cabinet departments and the Bureau
of Immigration and Naturalization split into the Bureau of Immigration and the Bureau of
Naturalization. The two bureaus coexisted separately within the new Department of Labor until
reunited as the INS in 1933.
The outbreak of World War I greatly reduced immigration from Europe but also imposed new duties
on the Immigration Service. Internment of enemy aliens (primarily seamen who worked on captured
enemy ships) became a Service responsibility. Passport requirements imposed by a 1918
Presidential Proclamation increased agency paperwork during immigrant inspection and deportation
activities.
Executive Order 6166 of June 10, 1933, reunited the Bureau of Immigration and Bureau of
Naturalization into one agency, the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS). Consolidation
resulted in significant reduction of the agency's workforce achieved through merit testing and
application of Civil Service examination procedures. The agency’s focus shifted towards law
enforcement as immigration volume dropped significantly during the Great Depression. Through the
1930s, INS dedicated more resources to investigation, exclusion, prevention of illegal entries,
deportation of criminal and subversive aliens, and cooperating closely with the FBI in prosecuting
violations of immigration and nationality laws.
The threat of war in Europe, and a growing view of immigration as a national security rather than an
economic issue, reshaped the INS mission. In 1940, Presidential Reorganization Plan Number V
moved the INS from the Department of Labor to the Department of Justice.
As in the past, the INS adapted to new challenges which emerged during the 1980s and 90s.
Changes in world migration patterns, the ease of modern international travel, and a growing
emphasis on controlling illegal immigration all shaped the development of INS through the closing
decades of the 20th century.
The INS workforce, which numbered approximately 8,000 from World War II through the late
1970s, increased to more than 30,000 employees in thirty-six INS districts at home and abroad by
turn of the 21st century. The original force of Immigrant Inspectors evolved into a corps of
specialist officers focused on individual elements of the agency’s mission. As it entered its second
century, INS employees:
• Enforced laws providing for selective immigration and controlled entry of tourists, business
travelers, and other temporary visitors;
• Inspected and admitted arrivals at land, sea, and air ports of entry;
• Administered benefits such as naturalization and permanent resident status;
• Granted asylum to refugees;
• Patrolled the nation’s borders; and
• Apprehended and removed aliens who entered illegally, violated the requirements of their
stay, or threatened the safety of the people of the United States.

The events of September 11, 2001, injected new urgency into INS’ mission and initiated another
shift in the United States' immigration policy. The emphasis of American immigration law
enforcement became border security and removing criminal aliens to protect the nation from
terrorist attacks. At the same time the United States retained its commitment to welcoming lawful
immigrants and supporting their integration and participation in American civic culture.

U.S. Customs House New York - 6 World Trade Center
Six World Trade Center was first proposed in 1968 as part of the original World Trade Center
complex. The building was designed by Emery Roth & Sons, along with Yamasaki Associates.
Construction was completed in 1973. The original Six World Trade Center was home to the U.S.
Customs Service for the state of New York, from 1974 to 2001. It was a 537,693-square-foot
(49,953-square-meter), eight-story building, the shortest in the World Trade Center complex. From
the Austin J. Tobin Plaza level, on which the main structure was built, it had a height of 92 feet (28
m) but was 105 feet (32 m) above the actual ground level. It was demolished following the
destruction of the World Trade Center during the September 11 attacks, when 10 al-Qaeda
participants hijacked American Airlines Flight 11 and United Airlines Flight 175, crashing them
into the Twin Towers. After burning for less than two hours, both 110-story towers collapsed. The
collapse of the North Tower destroyed Six World Trade Center beyond repair, and the remnants of
the building were pulled down using cables.
The attacks on September 11, 2001 were the initiation of the changing of departments and agencies.
The Department of Homeland Security was a major portion of that reorganization

The Customs Flag
Flag of the United States Customs Service, now the CBP Ensign.
The flag of the Customs Service was designed in 1799 by Secretary
of the Treasury Oliver Wolcott, Jr. and consists of 16 vertical red
and white stripes with a coat of arms depicted in blue on the
white canton. The original design had the Customs Service seal that
was an eagle with three arrows in his left talon, an olive branch in
his right and surrounded by an arc of 13 stars. In 1951, this was
changed to the eagle depicted on the Great Seal of the United States.
Its actual name is the Revenue Ensign, as it was flown by ships of the Revenue Cutter Service, later
the Coast Guard, and at customs houses.
In 1910, President William Howard Taft issued an order to add an emblem to the flag flown by ships
from the one flown on land at customs houses. The version with the badge continues to be flown by
Coast Guard vessels. Until 2003, the land version was flown at all United States ports of entry. The
renamed CBP Ensign is currently flown at CBP's headquarters in Washington, D.C., at its Field Offices,
overseas duty locations including preclearance ports, and at all land, air, and sea ports of entry.

The Coming Together of Two Agencies ~ ICE History
In March 2003, the Homeland Security Act set into motion what would be the single-largest government
reorganization since the creation of the Department of Defense. One of the agencies in the new
Department of Homeland Security was the Bureau of Immigration and Customs Enforcement, now
known as U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, or ICE, merging the functions of the U.S.
Customs Office of Investigations and the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service’s investigative
and enforcement functions. Consequently, ICE is the largest investigative arm of the Department of
Homeland Security, and the second largest contributor to the nation's Joint Terrorism Task Force.
Congress granted ICE a unique combination of civil and criminal authorities to better protect national
security and public safety in answer to the tragic events on 9/11. Leveraging those authorities, ICE's
primary mission is to promote homeland security and public safety through the criminal and civil
enforcement of federal laws governing border control, customs, trade and immigration.
The United States Customs Service was an agency of the U.S. Department of the Treasury that
collected import tariffs and performed other selected border security duties. With the passage of
the Homeland Security Act, the U.S. Customs Service passed from under jurisdiction of the Treasury
Department to the Department of Homeland Security on March 1, 2003. The Customs Mission was to
administer the Tariff Act of 1930, and to protect the people and commerce of the United States.
In March 2003, as a result of the homeland security reorganization, the U.S. Customs Service was
renamed the Bureau of Customs and Border Protection, and most of its components were merged with
the border elements of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, including the entire U.S. Border
Patrol and former INS inspectors, together with border agriculture inspectors, to form U.S. Customs and
Border Protection, a single, unified border agency for the U.S. The investigative office of U.S. Customs
was split off and merged with the INS investigative office and the INS interior detention and removal
office to form Immigration and Customs Enforcement, which, among other things, is responsible for
interior immigration enforcement. The United States Customs Service had three major missions:
collecting tariff revenue, protecting the U.S. economy from smuggling and illegal goods, and processing
people and goods at ports of entry.
The United States Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) was an agency of the U.S.
Department of Labor from 1933 to 1940 and the U.S. Department of Justice from 1940 to 2003. The
agency ceased to exist under that name on March 1, 2003, when most of its functions were transferred to
three new entities – U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS), U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE), and U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) – within the newly
created Department of Homeland Security, as part of a major government reorganization following
the September 11 attacks of 2001.
Prior to 1933, there were separate offices administering immigration and naturalization matters, known
as the Bureau of Immigration and the Bureau of Naturalization, respectively. The INS was established
on June 10, 1933, merging these previously separate areas of administration. In 1890, the federal
government, rather than the individual states, regulated immigration into the United States, and
the Immigration Act of 1891 established a Commissioner of Immigration in the Treasury Department.
Reflecting changing governmental concerns, immigration was transferred to the purview of the United
States Department of Commerce and Labor after 1903 and the Department of Labor after 1913. In 1940,
with increasing concern about national security, immigration and naturalization was organized under the
authority of the Department of Justice. The INS Mission was to administer federal immigration laws and
regulations including the Immigration and Nationality Act.
ICE now has more than 20,000 law enforcement and support personnel in more than 400 offices in the
United States and around the world. The agency has an annual budget of approximately $6 billion,
primarily devoted to three operational directorates – Homeland Security Investigations (HSI),
Enforcement and Removal Operations (ERO), and Office of the Principal Legal Advisor (OPLA). A
fourth directorate – Management and Administration – supports the three operational branches to
advance the ICE mission.

WHO WE ARE TODAY ~ Homeland Security Investigations
HSI is the principal investigative component of DHS with more than 8,500 employees, including
nearly 6,500 special agents and 800 intelligence analysts who are assigned to more than 200 cities
throughout the U.S. and more than 68 offices in more than 51 countries. HSI's international presence
represents DHS' largest investigative law enforcement presence abroad. HSI conducts transnational
criminal investigations that protect the U.S. against threats to its national security and brings to
justice those seeking to exploit U.S. customs and immigration laws worldwide.
HSI Special Agents investigate violations of more than 400 U.S. laws that threaten the national
security of the United States such as human rights violations, human smuggling, art theft, human
trafficking, drug trafficking, arms trafficking, document and benefit fraud, the manufacturing and
sale of counterfeit immigration and identity documents, transnational gangs, financial crimes
including money laundering and bulk cash smuggling, trade-based money laundering, computer
crimes, including the production and transportation of child pornography via the Internet,
import/export enforcement, trafficking of counterfeit pharmaceuticals and other merchandise, and
international Cultural Property and Antiquities crimes. HSI agents can be requested to provide
security for VIPs, and also augment the U.S. Secret Service during overtaxed times such as National
Security Special events and elections.
HSI was formerly known as the ICE Office of Investigations (OI). As customs officers, HSI Special
Agents have authority under 19 U.S.C. § 1589a to enforce all customs and criminal laws of the United
States. This includes investigative authorities, such as the authority to examine documents and to
summon persons or items under 19 U.S.C. §1509 (Customs Summons), subpoena persons or items under
21 U.S.C. § 967 (Controlled Substances Subpoena), 31 U.S.C. § 5318 (Financial Summons), 50 U.S.C.
§ 1702 (IEEPA), and regulations promulgated thereunder authorizing investigation and enforcement by
former U.S. Customs Service. 19 U.S.C. § 1589a also provide HSI Special Agents authority to make
arrests for any federal criminal offense committed in their presence or any federal felony offense if they
reasonable grounds to believe the person to be arrested has committed the felony.

Through its investigative efforts, HSI works with foreign, federal, state and local law enforcement
partners to protect the national security and public safety of the United States by disrupting and
dismantling transnational criminal organizations that engage in cross-border crime.

HSI Divisions
To accomplish its mission, HSI is organized into the following divisions:
•
•

Domestic Operations is responsible for managing, directing and coordinating all investigative
activities of various domestic field offices.
The Global Trade Investigations Division (GTI) is a multi-layered response towards
mitigating existing vulnerabilities within the commerce stream. This division was established
with the existing HQ components:
Ø The National Intellectual Property Rights Coordination Center (IPR Center) which stands
at the forefront of the United States Government's response to combatting global
intellectual property (IP) theft and enforcement of its international trade laws.
Safeguarding IP underpins every aspect of our nation – from jobs and the economy to the
military and national security.
Ø The Counter-Proliferation Investigations (CPI) Unit which prevents illicit procurement
networks, terrorist groups and hostile nations from illegally obtaining United States
military products, sensitive dual-use technology, weapons of mass destruction, or
chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear materials.
Ø The Export Enforcement Coordination Center (E2C2) which is a multi-agency center that
serves as the primary government entity for the exchange of information and intelligence
related to export enforcement

•

•

•
•

International Operations develops the policies, procedures, initiatives, programs and
operations as well as coordinates the strategic engagement and oversight among HSIs
international activity related to bilateral and multilateral law enforcement organizations that
directly support and assists Attaché offices towards the disruption and dismantling of
transnational criminal organizations and terrorists groups.
Investigative Programs provides oversight of HSI’s strategic planning, national policy
implementation, and the development and execution of operational initiatives in areas
including financial and narcotics violations, transnational crime and public safety.
Mission Support provides administrative, planning and management support in the use of
federal resources to most effectively fulfill the HSI mission.
National Security Investigations leads the effort to identify, disrupt and dismantle
transnational criminal enterprises and terrorist organizations that threaten the security of the
United States. This division includes:
Ø National Security Programs (NSP) integrates the agency’s national security
investigations and counter-terrorism responsibilities in a single overarching umbrella
unit. NSU special agents employ a broad range of investigative techniques to identify,
investigate and disrupt national security threats against the United States. NSU also
oversees HSI’s participation on the Joint Terrorism Task Force (JTTF) initiative.

•

•

Ø Student and Exchange Visitor Program (SEVP) was established to more effectively
manage information on foreign students and exchange visitors in the United States.
The goal of SEVP is to ensure that those who would seek to harm the United States are
turned away, while legitimate students, researchers and exchange visitors are
welcomed in the United States.
Office of Intelligence collects, analyzes, and shares timely and accurate intelligence on illicit
trade, travel, and financial activity with a U.S. nexus; prepares ICE for agency-wide continuity
of operations, emergency response, and crisis management; and, establishes and maintains an
agency-wide secure data communications connectivity.
Operational Technology and Cyber Division (OTCD) manages information technology
programs and initiatives, working with ICE's Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO)
to ensure the best use of methods and technology throughout ICE and the Department of
Homeland Security. It directly supports HSI's law enforcement and mission support programs
and helps develop major advancements in technology used to combat crime. OTCD
comprises the following elements:
Ø The Cyber Crimes Center (C3) was established in 1997 for the purpose of combating
crimes committed on, or facilitated by, the Internet. C3 is comprised of three units that
bring together highly technical assets dedicated to conducting trans-border criminal
investigations of Internet-related crimes within the HSI portfolio of immigration and
customs authorities. C3 is responsible for identifying and targeting any cyber-crime
activity in which HSI has jurisdiction.
Ø The Law Enforcement Information Sharing Initiative (LEISI) works to advance
information sharing at all government levels. The initiative's goal is to make sharing
critical information regarding terrorism and threats to homeland security easier, and to
increase the usefulness of that information. This service is vital for preventing terrorist
acts against the United States.
Ø Technical Operations and System Development (TSD) provides oversight of the law
enforcement systems HSI personnel use every day to conduct criminal investigations
in furtherance of the agency's mission. TSD also oversees the Technical Operations
Center (TOC) in Lorton, Virginia, which is responsible for providing technical
surveillance and equipment support to the field. Programs under TSD focus on
comprehensive case management, new IT systems development, electronic
surveillance, investigative intercepts, Title III support, and facilitating interoperability
with other agencies.

HSI Field Offices
HSI has 30 Principal Field offices throughout the United States.
ARIZONA – SAC PHOENIX
CALIFORNIA – SAC SAN DIEGO, SAC LOS
ANGELES & SAC SAN FRANCISCO
COLORADO – SAC DENVER
FLORIDA – SAC TAMPA & SAC MIAMI
GEORGIA – SAC ATLANTA
HAWAII – SAC HONOLULU
ILLINOIS – SAC CHICAGO
LOUISIANA – SAC NEW ORLEANS
MASSACHUSETTS – SAC BOSTON
MARYLAND – SAC BALTIMORE
MICHIGAN – SAC DETROIT
MINNESOTA – SAC MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL
MISSOURI – SAC KANSAS CITY

NORTH CAROLINA – SAC CHARLOTTE
NEVADA – SAC LAS VEGAS
NEW JERSEY – SAC NEWARK
NEW YORK – SAC NEW YORK & SAC
BUFFALO
PENNSYLVANIA – SAC PHILADELPHIA
TENNESSEE – SAC NASHVILLE
TEXAS – SAC EL PASO, SAC SAN ANTONIO,
SAC HOUSTON & SAC DALLAS
VIRGINIA – SAC WASHINGTON, DC
WASHINGTON – SAC SEATTLE
PUERTO RICO/U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS – SAC
SAN JUAN

HSI International Offices
CANADA – TORNTO, OTTAWA, MONTREAL,
& VANCOUVER
MEXICO – TIJUANA, HERMOSILLO, CIUDAD
JUAREZ, MATAMOROS, MONTERREY, &
MEXICO CITY
GUATEMALA – GUATEMALA CITY
EL SALVADOR – SAN SALVADOR
HONDURAS –TEGUCIGALPA
NICARAGUA - MANAGUA
PANAMA – PANAMA CITY
VENEZUELA – CARACAS
COLOMBIA – BOGOTA & CARTAGENA
ECUADOR – QUITO
BRAZIL – BRASILIA
ARGENTINA – BUENOS AIRES
CARIBBEAN – MIAMI, NASSAU, KINGSTON &
JOINT INTERAGENCY TASK FORCE (JIATF)
KEY WEST, FL
JAMAICA – KINGSTON
DOMINICAN REPUPLIC – SANTO DOMINGO
UNITED KINGDOM – LONDON
FRANCE – PARIS
THE NETHERLANDS – THE HAGUE
(ROTTERDAM)
DENMARK- COPENHAGEN
BELGUIM – BRUSSELS
GERMANY – FRANKFURT
AUSTRIA – VIENNA
POLAND – WARSAW

TURKEY – ANKARA
RUSSIA – MOSCOW
ITALY – ROME
SPAIN – MADRID
GREECE – ATHENS
MOROCCO – CASABLANCA
ISRAEL – TEL AVIV & JERUSALEM
JORDAN – AMMAN
EGYPT – CAIRO
SAUDI ARABIA – RIYADH, DHAHRAN &
JEDDAH
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES – ABU DHABI,
DUBAI & MUSCAT
PAKISTAN - ISLAMABAD
INDIA – NEW DELHI
AFRICA - DAKAR
SOUTH AFRICA – PRETORIA & NAIROBI
THAILAND – BANGKOK
VIETNAM – HO CHI MINH CITY & PHNON
PENH
PHILIPPINES – MANILA
CHINA – GUANGZHOU, BEIJING & HONG
KONG
MALAYSIA – KUALA LUMPUR & SINGAPORE
INDONESIA – JAKARTA
SOUTH KOREA – SEOUL
JAPAN – TOKYO
AUSTRAILIA - CANBERRA

